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Abstract—This paper presents an automated approach for the classification of vegetation in natural environments based on high resolution aerial imagery acquired by a low flying Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV). Standard colour and texture descriptors are extracted on a frame by frame basis to build a representation of appearance, which is probabilistically classified by a novel multi-class generalisation of the Gaussian Process (GP) developed for this work. A GP approach was selected for probabilistic outputs, and the ability to automatically determine the relevance of each input dimension to each of the $C$ classes in the problem. When learning hyperparameters from $N$ training examples, the new formulation scales at $O(N^3)$, rather than $O(CN^3)$ for the standard one-vs-all approach. The novel classification framework is trained and validated on a set of manual labels, and then queried to visualise a map of vegetation type under the UAV flight path. Mapping results are presented for a region of farmland in Northern Queensland, Australia that is infested with two invasive introduced tree species.

I. INTRODUCTION

An approach has been developed for the automated classification of vegetation species in a natural environment, and applied to the mapping of invasive woody weed species over farmland in Northern Australia. Invasive plant species cause significant damage to the productivity of agricultural land every year, motivating investment in new detection technologies [1]. To provide the necessary information to support targeted eradication or containment strategies, we are developing an automated solution based on aerial imaging with an unmanned aircraft, followed by automated vision-based classification and mapping. The aim of this paper is to present a generic classification approach based on machine learning that is well suited to the high resolution colour imagery acquired by the UAV.

The UAV used to collect the dataset for this work was designed as a robust, low cost sensor platform to operate from remote survey sites. The airframe is derived from a one third scale J3 Cub model, and has been outfitted for autonomous flight with a CloudCap Piccolo flight controller, a suite of navigation sensors including an inertial measurement unit, a GPS unit, and a downward pointing monocular video camera. The aircraft and payload are shown in Figure 1.
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For the results presented in this paper, four classes of tree have been defined: Prickly Acacia (invasive), Parkinsonia (invasive), Eucalypt (the only native trees surviving in the area) and null features that were not of interest. In identifying these features, the colour imagery acquired by the UAV offers less spectral discrimination power than typical hyperspectral satellite imagery, but because the UAV is able to fly at low altitudes (100m above ground) it can provide a very high spatial resolution of 4cm/pixel that resolves unmixed colour information, and enables the use of image texture to describe shading and pattern. A supervised machine learning approach based on Gaussian Processes (GPs) has been used to map generic appearance descriptors into class probabilities.

GP classification is a state-of-the-art method for handling difficult classification problems [2]. The Bayesian formulation infers probabilistic outputs, and provides a closed form marginal likelihood that can be optimised to select an optimal model[3]. GP learning with this criterion is resilient to overfitting, and can automatically determine the relevance of the feature dimensions to the classification problem [4].

In a $C$ class problem with $N$ training labels, a pre-trained GP model is relatively fast to query at $O(CN^3)$ and therefore well suited to processing the large image datasets in this work. However, model selection can be slow, as the cost of training a GP is dominated by the inversion of a (potentially) large covariance matrix, and the learning criterion may need to be evaluated many times when optimising within a high dimensional hyperparameter space. The usual approach to a multi class problem is to define $C$ one-vs-all binary models, leading to a cost of $O(C^2N^3)$ to process the examples or evaluate the learning criterion. In this work, an alternative generalisation is proposed that places a common covariance model over the $N$ training labels that can be solved at an improved $O(N^3)$. This new framework is cross validated on training data to obtain performance statistics, and then
applied open-loop to the UAV imagery to construct a tree species map over a region of interest. The reader is directed to [5] for details of the navigation data fusion.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Section II reviews similar and related work. In Section III, the classification framework and essential GP background theory is described. Finally, the experimental setup, and the results including maps of the region of interest are presented in Section IV.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Aerial Classification

Vision and perception in aerial data has been studied in a broad range of applications, both in the robotics community and outside. In the robotics community there has been recent interest in aerial classification of terrain types such as roads, trees, grass and buildings for assisting a ground vehicle using sensors such as colour cameras and/or LIDAR (Light Detection And Ranging), although these approaches have not been concerned with vegetation type [6], [7].

Mapping of vegetation type over large natural environments is necessary for problems such as geostatistical studies of land cover, or the detection and monitoring of invasive species [1]. Large scale ecological mapping is usually approached using multi-spectral imagery from high flying aircraft [8], commercial satellites [9], or multi-temporal public datasets such as from the Landsat Thematic Mapper satellite [1]. Unlike our vision perception based approach, these studies have relied primarily on pixel spectra: peaks in the visible and near infrared bands are associated with cellular chemical and biological properties of the vegetation [8]. Examples of vegetation type classification using colour imagery have previously been restricted to controlled agricultural environments such as crop fields, orchards or plantations [10], where visual properties such as co-occurrence matrix statistics [8], or Gabor Filter banks [11], have been used to compensate for a loss of spectral resolution. The gap between automated robotics and the study of natural environments is being bridged, as we are now starting to see autonomous UAVs like ours appear in agriculture and ecological mapping applications [12], [13]. The primary role of these UAV platforms is to provide current imagery over large regions of interest, and to obtain a sufficiently high spatial resolution for visual identification.

B. Gaussian Process Classifiers

Most GP classifiers are formulated using a single (latent) output representing a binary classification problem. When faced with multiple classes, it is standard practice to extend the framework using a one-vs-all approach by defining binary models for each class [4], [14], [15], [16]. This effectively leads to $C$ models of the $N$ labels at the cost of $\mathcal{O}(CN^3)$ to invert the covariances.

In problems with large $N$, additional algorithms are needed to select a smaller training set [2], or to make solving the covariance matrix tractable through sparsity [17].

In problems with large $C$, it has also been recognised that a one-vs-all approach is costly. The redundancy is most clearly illustrated when a standard multi class classifier is applied to a binary problem. In this case the classifier uses two binary models instead of generalising to the normal single-model case. Related work has addressed this problem by modeling $C−1$ outputs to imply the missing output [16], [18]. This paper proposes a more compact multi-class generalisation that captures the problem in a single model over the training inputs, rather than repeatedly changing the model for each set of class outputs. This reduces the computational scalability of the approach from $\mathcal{O}(CN^3)$ to $\mathcal{O}(N^3)$.

III. APPROACH

This section outlines the implementation of the autonomous vegetation classification framework, including image segmentation, the definition of an appearance descriptor vector, and the new extension of the GP classifier to multi-class problems. The following processing steps are currently implemented offline, with the UAV logging imagery and navigation data to a hard drive for post-flight processing.

A. Feature Space

1) Colour Balance: A simple white balance algorithm was devised to improve the robustness of the approach to changes in illumination over the course of a flight. Each RGB image is used to produce an indexed colourmap by minimum variance quantization. The light source is then approximated by fitting a linear relationship between the channels in the quantized colour palette to ensure that large objects of a particular colour will not dominate the result.

2) Colour: The use of RGB values is an inappropriate choice for our vision approach due to the poor separation of colour and lighting intensity. Instead, RGB pixel values were transformed to the LUV colourspace, which attempts uniformity over human colour perception.

3) Texture: Generic texture filter banks were applied to the luminance channel of the imagery using spectral convolution. Because the trees themselves are non-oriented, rotationally isotropic filters were applied. These consisted of the Schmid (S) rotationally invariant filter bank [19], which contains 13 isotropic, Gabor-like filters, and the Maximum Response Root Filter Set (RFS) filters [20]. The RFS set consists of 38 filters (36 oriented) of which the maximum response of each orientation is recorded. Code to extract these 8 features was provided with the publication [20].

4) Pre-segmentation: Because colour and texture responses are noisy from pixel to pixel, the images were pre-segmented into super-pixels containing at least 100 pixels. This was achieved using the fast, unsupervised mean-shift clustering [21], with edge detection provided by [22]. An example of image pre-segmentation is shown in Figure 2.

5) Linear Dimensionality Reduction: The GP classifier learns a length scale hyperparameter between every feature attribute and every class. Having 4 classes already, the 3 colour features and 21 texture features lead to an extremely large 96 degrees of freedom that is problematic for numerical
Fig. 2. Each image frame is pre-segmented using an unsupervised mean-clustering implementation from the literature [21]. This procedure splits each tree crown into many super-pixel segments for further processing.

optimisation in terms of convergence (avoiding local minima) and the selection of initial conditions. A multi-class Linear Discriminant Analysis [23] was used to compress the feature attributes into 4 dimensions and was found to improve learning stability and subsequent performance of all the GP classifiers. Compressing the input dimensions does provide some assistance to the classifier by ensuring that all dimensions are relevant, but we argue that firstly all the models compared have had the same degree of assistance, and secondly, the GPs are still faced with a complex relevance determination problem with 16 degrees of freedom. Colour and texture features were separately reduced to two dimensions each to provide a total of four feature attributes rather than the maximum 3 that can be provided by LDA in a 4 class problem, and to ensure that any relationships involving both colour and texture are handled by the nonlinear GP method rather than the LDA.

\[ \text{E}q. \ 2 \] is analytically conditioned on the observed training outputs \( y \) to obtain an unbiased, probabilistic estimate of \( f^* \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\mathbf{y} &= f(x) + \epsilon, \quad \epsilon \sim N(0, \sigma^2) \\
\mathbf{y}^* &\sim N \left( 0, \begin{bmatrix} K(X,X) + \sigma^2 I & K(X,x^*) \\ K(x^*,X) & K(x^*,x^*) \end{bmatrix} \right) \\
\end{align*}
\]

This Bayesian formulation also provides a closed form marginal likelihood. By parametrising \( \Sigma \) by hyperparameters \( \theta \), GP learning may be conducted by optimising Eq. 7 with respect to \( \theta \). This procedure is naturally resilient to over-fitting because it is penalised by both data fit and model complexity.

\[
\log(p(y|X, \theta)) = -\frac{1}{2} y^T \Sigma^{-1} y - \frac{1}{2} \log |\Sigma| - \frac{N}{2} \log 2\pi
\] (7)

2) GP Classification: A GP is normally used for regression problems, so a GP classifier takes additional steps to deal with categorical data. In a classification problem with \( C \) classes, the \( N \) examples \( \{X_i, y_i| i = 1, \ldots , N\} \) are assigned categorical outputs \( y_i \in \{1, \ldots , C\} \). At this point, GP latent outputs \( f^*_c \) are defined to indirectly model the probabilities of class \( c \) occurring at \( x_n \). For a multi class problem, \( f \) contains outputs for each of the \( C \) classes, over each of the \( N \) training points, becoming a vector of length \( CN \):

\[
f = (f_1^1, f_1^2, f_1^3, f_1^4, \ldots , f_1^C, f_2^1, f_2^2, f_2^3, f_2^4, \ldots , f_2^C, \ldots , f_N^1, f_N^2, f_N^3, f_N^4, \ldots , f_N^C)^T
\] (8)

The class probabilities are obtained by convolving the latent outputs \( f^* \) through a sigmoid that squashes them into valid probabilities that are both exclusive (adding to one), and lie between zero and one. We have used the standard softmax (multinomial logistic) function:

\[
p(y_i = c | x, f^1, \ldots , f^C) = \frac{\exp(f_i^c)}{\sum_{j=1}^C \exp(f_i^j)}
\] (9)

The sigmoidal transformation of \( f^* \) into predictive probabilities implies a non Gaussian relationship between \( y \) and \( f \), which is not analytically tractable within the GP framework. To condition the prior on \( f \), a variety of sophisticated approximations may be used, including Monte Carlo sampling[14], the Laplace approximation[24], and Expectation propagation[25]. Of these methods, Expectation Propagation is considered state of the art, approximating the GP posterior with a product of local Gaussian likelihoods for each training case [25].

However, it has been argued that a very accurate approximation of the training likelihoods is not critical for the generation of correct predictions [4]. The Probabilistic Least Squares Classification (PLSC) approach used in this work also approximates the training cases as local Gaussian distributions, but uses fixed positive and negative targets (Eqn. 10). This approach is computationally faster and conceptually more straightforward to implement than the alternatives mentioned above, while in practice the predictive performance is normally unharmed [3], [4], [26]. When using this approximation, one additional step must be taken: because the sigmoid is decoupled from the GP learning criterion, it must also be parameterised and learnt to ensure the outputs are well calibrated probabilities.

\[
f_i^c = \begin{cases} +1, & y_i = c \\ -1, & y_i \neq c \end{cases}
\] (10)

3) New Multi-Class Formulation: In multi-class problems with \( C \) classes, it is a standard practice to convert the class labels into \( C \) binary one-vs-all problems, and model each problem seperately with its own covariance function[15], [14], [16], [4]. Training and the initial solving of the classifier
under this formulation scales as $O(CN^3)$. However, we point out that the $C$ binary problems are in fact very similar because the inputs $X$ remain unchanged in each case, while the binary targets $f$ are derived from the same labels $y$. In fact, the only reason for using $C$ different models is to allow each class to have its own set of hyperparameters.

In this section, we propose a new generalisation of the GP classifier that compacts the $C$ different class models into a single covariance over the $N$ categorical inputs (instead of the $NC$ repeated binary inputs), leading to a model that scales at $O(N^3)$. This generalisation is based on a subtle difference in interpretation of the problem.

In the standard formulation, the covariance function $K_a$ (describing class $a$) is applied over all the inputs of latent function $a$ regardless of their training label. To predict a different latent output we need to generate a new model that uses a different covariance function. In our new formulation, $K_a$ is applied between training labels of class $a$, regardless of which latent function we are modeling. In addition, covariances between labels of different classes are specified by a suitable cross-covariance function $K_{ab}$. This construction leads to a repeated covariance model for each latent output - only $f^c$ changes.

To formalise this idea, without loss of generality suppose that the training labels $(X, y)$ were sorted by class, so that $y$ is a monotonically increasing vector. This will allow the representation of $K(X,X)$ as a $C \times C$ blockwise matrix with block $(i,j)$ corresponding to intersections between labels of class $y = i$ and labels of class $y = j$:

$$K(X, X) = \begin{bmatrix} K_{11} & \cdots & K_{1C} \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ K_{C1} & \cdots & K_{CC} \end{bmatrix}$$

$$y = \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \\ \vdots \\ 2 \\ \vdots \\ C \end{bmatrix}^T$$

The $K$ matrix ($N \times N$) describes the covariance over inputs $X$, regardless of which latent output we are modeling. Each $K_{ii}$ is generated using the covariance function for class $i$, and uses hyperparameters $\theta_i$. Covariance terms between labels of different classes are provided by a cross-covariance function $K_{ij}$, $i \neq j$ that is derived from $K_{ii}$ and $K_{jj}$, and consequently depend on hyperparameters $\theta_i$ and $\theta_j$. It is necessary to include these $K_{ij}$ terms to handle the negative values in $f^c$. Suitable cross covariance functions already exist in the GP literature, because multi-task GPs place a joint covariance function of the same form as Eq. 11 over multiple outputs to learn their dependencies[27]. In this work, we define an exponential covariance function in terms of the diagonal squared length scale hyperparameter matrix $\lambda$:

$$K_i(x_i, x_j | \lambda_i) = \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_i - x_j)^T \lambda_i^{-1} (x_i - x_j) \right]$$

$$K_{ij}(x_i, x_j | \lambda_{ij}) = \exp \left[ -\frac{1}{2} (x_i - x_j)^T (\lambda_i + \lambda_j)^{-1} (x_i - x_j) \right]$$

A signal amplitude is also applied to $K$ to specify how tightly the model fits the data. This is introduced into the framework as gain hyperparameters $\sigma^c_i$ such that the resulting model for latent output $c$ is given by $\Sigma^c = \sigma^c_i K(X, X)$.

While this technically leads to a different $\Sigma$ for each output, we can take a numerical shortcut by specifying the inverse of $\Sigma^c$ in terms of $K(X, X)$ and its inverse:

$$\Sigma^c = \left( \sigma^c_i K(X, X) \right)^{-1} = \frac{K(X, X)^{-1}}{\sigma^c_i}$$

The marginal likelihood of $y$ given $K$ can be evaluated by multiplying the marginal likelihoods of each $f^c$ (derived from $y$). In log-form, this becomes a summation over the C binary cases. In addition, by applying the relationship in Eq. 15, the full marginal likelihood can be expressed in terms of $K(X, X)^{-1}$:

$$\log p(y|X, K, \sigma^f) = \sum_{c=1}^C \left( -\frac{1}{2} \sigma^c f^c K(X, X)^{-1} f^c - \frac{N_c}{2} \log \sigma^f_c \right) - \frac{C}{2} \log |K(X, X)| - \frac{NC}{2} \log 2\pi$$

The cost of the Bayesian GP learning is now dominated by the inversion of $K(X, X)$, with a scalability of $O(N^3)$. The learning optimisation is conducted using a standard gradient descent routine on the negative log marginal likelihood. We have also found that in practice, introducing a small penalty for when the length scales of each class become very different helps the optimisation avoid sub-optimal local minima.

After inverting $K(X, X)$, we can use $K(X, X)^{-1}$ to predict the $C$ latent outputs for a query point at trivial additional cost. However, because we are using a multi-task covariance function, $K(x^*, X)$ depends on the class of the query point $x^*$. An effective approach here is to query each latent output with an $x^*$ belonging to the same class, which we have written as $x^*$. This leads to the following prediction equations for latent output $f^c$:

$$\mu_{x^*}^c = K(x^*_c, X) K(X, X)^{-1} f^c$$

$$\Sigma_{x^*}^c = \left( K(x^*_c, x^*_c) - K(x^*_c, X) K(X, X)^{-1} K(X, x^*_c) \right) \sigma^c_i$$

IV. RESULTS

A. Experimental data

1) Data acquisition: The capabilities of the terrain classification algorithm were investigated in relation to the identification of two invasive woody weed (tree) species over a farmland site in Northern Queensland, Australia. The UAV was deployed in the field to acquire high resolution colour imagery using a pre-programmed flight path targeting the high vegetation concentration found along a known 100km of swath-track along a 3.5 × 0.6 kilometre region. During this flight, the payload computer logged navigation sensor data and recorded time-stamped 1024 × 768 images at 3.75 frames per second, a rate designed to give consistent frame overlap for full coverage along swaths.

A region of interest consisting of 1158 images, and covering an area approximately 1500 × 400 metres, was selected from the available dataset.
2) Identification of Training Examples: Within the region of interest, 32 frames were selected as being characteristic of the dataset. These frames were selected over the whole dataset, but were not overlapping each other to avoid contamination of the validation data. A human was provided with an interface to identify types of vegetation in the imagery, cross referenced with a ground based-survey of a small portion of the operating area using a handheld GPS receiver. A balanced training set was formed by using 40 examples of each class, leading to 160 training labels overall. Examples were drawn from different segments of the same tree crown in some cases, but this is necessary so that the classifier can learn different shading and patterns as they vary over a typical tree crown. An example of a manually labelled frame is depicted in Fig. 3. A visualisation of the LDA compressed training data is shown in Fig. 4.

B. Classifier Training and Performance

Given the \((X,y)\) specified by the manual labelling, the GP classifier model was trained by numerically optimising the log marginal likelihood criterion in Eq. 16. Following learning, 10 fold cross validation was conducted over the training data to evaluate the classifier’s predictive performance. A confusion matrix was built by taking the highest predicted output as the decision (although this does ignore uncertainty), yielding a performance accuracy of 0.88 ± 0.06. This confusion matrix, and the related one-vs-all precision and recall statistics for each class (true positives / all positives, and true positives / all occurrences respectively) are shown in Table II. The confusion matrix shows good performance for the validation (particularly considering this is a 4 class problem).

We have shown theoretically that our classification approach scales better than the standard GP classifiers. It is also based on the computationally inexpensive probabilistic least squares classifier, which is already significantly faster than the EPGP classifier that is considered the state of the art in terms of predictive performance. However, the performance concessions made to achieve this are not significant. We have also trained a standard PLSC classifier, and an EPGP classifier to investigate the relative performance. The results are summarised in Table III.

Comparing the classifier performances, it is clear that while the state-of-the-art EPGP has achieved the highest prediction accuracy, the margins between this approach and both our modified least squares classifier and the standard PLSC classifier, are very small. If we were to introduce additional classes and additional training labels in the future, it would be hard to justify training an EPGP classifier when we are able to achieve essentially equal performance from our fast, computationally inexpensive approach.

C. Prediction and Mapping

The GP model with optimised hyperparameters was queried over all the segments of all the images in the region of interest. Following this, the predicted class probabilities for the three tree classes were rendered back onto the image segments to create a classification image with red indicating Prickly Acacia (PA), green indicating Parkinsonia (PK), and blue indicating Eucalypt (EUC). Spatial continuity is exploited to de-noise the classifications with a median filter. Figure 5 shows an example of a successful classification for an image frame with all classes present.
Close inspection of the classified image frames reveals why there is some confusion between the null class and the trees. It is likely that these errors stem from the mis-identification of shadows (that were defined as part of the null class). Interestingly, the woody weeds and their shadows possess a very similar appearance in this data. They both have relatively dark shading, and the shadow inherits size and texture from the tree. This suggests an additional input attribute such as height would clarify much of this confusion. An example of this occurrence is depicted in Figure 6.

The classified frames were integrated with the navigation solution of the UAV to render a map of the region of interest. A detailed treatment of the navigation process is described in [5]. Figure 7 shows the white balanced colour input imagery over the region of interest, together with the corresponding classification visualisation. As we already knew (from ground surveying), the invasive Prickly acacia (red) has extensively infested this region of farmland. The map also reveals scattered individuals of surviving native Eucalypt (blue), competing with the less successful Parkinsonia weed (green), but primarily in densely populated regions close to the center of the watercourse.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A machine learning classifier was trained to transform the prepared input features into predictive probabilities of each class. For this purpose, we present a new multi-class generalisation of the Gaussian Process classifier. The new generalisation removes the redundancy of the standard one-vs-all approach by packing the underlying models of each class into a single covariance function over the training labels, rather than using multiple binary models. This leads to a more compact covariance representation that allows faster learning, without sacrificing the model flexibility that GP learning provides because length scale hyperparameters are still included to model the relevance of each input dimension to each class type. The new formulation has been beneficial in learning the classifier model (prior to querying the classifier on the image data), and will be well suited to the addition of further classes in new datasets.

We have tested the approach by deploying the UAV over a survey site in Northern Queensland, Australia, to collect imagery along a woody weed infested river system. Having manually labeled just a fraction of the total amount of imagery (40 segment labels per class), the new GP formulation was trained, and its performance was measured quantitatively (by cross validation) and qualitatively by producing a class probability map. Cross validation on the training data has indicated accuracies of up to 88%, a good result considering the difficulty of the 4 class problem. The classifier has been able to learn a complex model that would be difficult to tune manually (without prior knowledge), owing to the elegant marginal likelihood based learning that a GP framework provides.

We note that the primary sources of confusion in our results are between the two similar invasive trees, and also between the trees and their shadows on light coloured ground. This second problem may be solved in future work by replacing the unsupervised segmentation with a shadow or height based segmentation. Stemming from such an approach, classification reliability may be further improved if we are able to incorporate features such as shape and tree crown size into the description vector.
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Fig. 7. Top: Map of corrected imagery over the region of interest (1158 individual frames). Bottom: Corresponding probabilistic classification. The Null background class is rendered white, while PA, PK and EUC are rendered in the red, green and blue channels respectively such that a stronger colour indicates a higher predictive probability. Coordinates are given in metres in a local North-East frame.


